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STELLAR JOCKEYS JUNE NEWSLETTER
Welcome back to your monthly Stellar Jockeys  newsletter for June 2023.

We've got new merch store additions, a brief update on BK development,

and another selection of community contributions.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

1:144 Scale Pewter Minis Available NOW

The latest addition to the Stellar Jockeys merchandise store is three pewter

minis of vehicles from Brigador: the Canmore, the Broadsword and the

signature Touro at 1:144 scale. We're selling them at an introductory

price until Monday July 31st 2023. Add all three to your cart and you'll get

15 USD o� your order at checkout. These miniatures were made by one of

our community members, who also helped us write up a post about the

creation process that you can read below.

Learn More About Making Pewter Minis

Brigador Killers: Map Connections
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One of the new features for Brigador Killers is the ability for players to

transition between di�erent maps without going through menus like in

Brigador's Campaign or Freelance mode. The length of the video is

unfortunately disproportionate to the amount of time it has taken to make

this feature work, buy we hope you enjoy it all the same. As always, there's

a news post attached explaining what you're seeing.

Read June's BK Dev Post

Community Spotlight

Just a couple of images for this month. First up is Pariah Kill Team Leader

Zhe by Brad Buckmaster, who features heavily in the upcoming Brigador

Killers: Pilgrim novel that is also written by Brad.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sxs1NDXhHc
https://store.steampowered.com/news/app/903930/view/3673297170223700332?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=brigador_pewter_minis_on_sale_now&utm_term=2023-06-30


...and closing us out for this month is a fantastic rendition of the Corvid

Eightball by Shoho.

Click both to view them in full screen in their original resolutions. As ever,

more posts like these can be found in the  #becks_best channel of our

discord server.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

We expect July's edition to also be light due to the summer holidays. Stellar

Jockeys hopes you all have a pleasant vacation period.
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